
VIDEO CONFERENCING | COURT REPORTING
VIDEOGRAPHY | TRIAL A/V SUPPORT

Complete Support

BILLINGS        BOZEMAN        BUTTE        GREAT FALLS        HELENA        KALISPELL        MISSOULA

MATRIX SWITCHER
For control over monitor views including 
“Courtroom Preview” and “Publish to Jury” 
with touch-screen controller.

JUDGE’S OVERRIDE 
Option for adding Judge’s Override Button 
for their personal control over published 
views.

INDIVIDUAL DISPLAYS
24” Full-Color Commercial Display Monitors 
each for:
    - Counsel (3)
    - Podium
    - Judge
    - Witness
    - Jury (3)

GIANT PLASMA DISPLAY 
60“ display available for presenting materials 
on a single large monitor only or for other uses.

TELESCOPING STANDS
To lower 24” display monitors when not in use.

LAPTOP
With use of TrialDirector, PowerPoint, or other 
presentation software. Or use your own.

VIDEO DISPLAY
Via Laptop or DVD player.

DOCUMENT CAMERA
Show hard copy materials through the 
electronic system.

SCANNER
Scan unanticipated documents on the fly.

PRINTER
Onsite printing.

BOSE SPEAKER SYSTEM
Clear, powerful and compact audio system.

VIDEO CONFERENCING
Connect in remote witnesses with full color 
and clarity.

EASELS
For in-room display of over-sized materials.

SUPPORT SERVICES INCLUDE:
   - Syncing Deposition Videos with Transcript 
   - Pre-Trial Materials Planning and Preparation
   - In-Court TrialDirector Operation and 
     Management
   - General Admin Support
   - Complete Set Up and Tear Down

MOBILE ELECTRONIC COURTROOM TRIAL PRESENTATION SYSTEMNEW!

SYSTEM COMPONENTS & OTHER TOOLS:We now have available a mobile electronic audio 
video system that you can use in trial for dynamic 
presentation of your case. 

This system can be temporarily installed in any 
courtroom with judge’s preapproval, and you 
can use either your own support person for 
operating and showing your materials, or source 
our services to help you both prepare your exhibits 
and videos in advance, and to operate equipment 
and display through TrialDirector or other means 
during trial. We are a certified TrialDirector 
specialist.

How the System Works: Materials are displayed 
on command to the judge, counsel and witness 
in a “courtroom preview” on individual, full-color 
screens. Once admitted by the judge, materials are 
published to the jury succinctly and effectively for 
viewing.

Show video deposition testimony with transcript 
words running below the video window for clear 
and concise delivery and assured comprehension. 

Concurrently bring up a related exhibit to view 
alongside video while it plays. Expand and highlight 
or circle a quote, image or other relevant 
component of a document on demand. 

Let us scan a document on site for you for 
admission, redact sections as needed, or make 
video clips on the fly as your case changes and 
evolves. 

With this system, you will eliminate the 
time-consuming paper-passing process and fluidly 
and impressively make your points with impact.

The system is available on a first-come, first-serve 
basis, so call now to inquire or reserve use for your 
trial. Coordinate use with opposing counsel for 
shared cost.

Call or email for more information or scheduling: 
trialsupport@fishervc.com or 888-344-4472.




